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030207  Quiz 3  Polymer Processing
1)

2)  The Weissenberg number is a dimensionless number that has been used to estimate the
number of entanglements in a polymer melt, We=ψ1/τ12, where ψ1 is the first normal stress

difference, ψ1 = (τ11 -  τ22) and τ12 is the shear stress.

a)  Use simple constitutive equations for the first normal stress difference and the
viscosity to obtain an expression for We in terms of the rate of strain and constitutive

constants.
b)  Use this expression and the original definition of the Weissenberg number to explain
why "We" might be used as a measure of the number of entanglements.

3)  Polymer fluids display steady state rheological features as well as transient rheological
features.  For example, under steady shear flow the fluid displays a viscosity and a first normal

stress difference which are both steady state features.  Additionally, if the shear stress is removed
the fluid will recoil with a recoverable shear compliance, Je.

a)  Sketch on a log-log plot η, Ψ1 and γe versus the rate of strain.

b)  Write an expression relating the recoverable shear compliance at low strain rate, Je, to
the recoverable shear strain and to the shear stress.
c)  Give an expression that relates η0, Ψ1,0 and Je,0.
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d)  The expression you wrote for c) means that a polymer fluid displays only two

rheological signatures, drag or viscous forces and 3D connectivity or elasticity that lead
to normal forces.  If the fluid were a 3D transient network (entanglements equally form
and dissolve with time) explain in your own words why the recoverable strain would be
related to η0 and Ψ1,0.

Answers:      030207  Quiz 3  Polymer Processing
1)

2)

The crucial feature is that normal stress results only when there is an entanglement network to
transfer shear strain to normal forces.  Without entanglements there is no mechanism to develop
normal forces.  The ratio makes sense since the viscosity reflects in some sense the fraction of

shear strain that is transferred to shear stress.
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3)  a)

b)  Je(t) = γe(t)/τ

c)  J e,0 =
Ψ1,0

2ηo
2

d)  3D connectivity results in normal forces from shear strain as discussed above.  Additionally,
the presence of a transient network makes the fluid act as if it is an elastic solid, at least at short
times before the memory of fading entanglements disappears.  Then there are only two
mechanistic concepts that are needed to explain viscosity, normal stresses and recoverable strain,

1)  viscous Eyring behavior and 2) a transient network that a) stores elastic energy and b)
transfers shear strain to normal forces.


